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Abstract. In this work article founds the best classifier for
breast cancer diseases classification, the survey shows it is one
of the major diseases in India. For classification of Breast
cancer is a multivariate data analysis it is big challenge among
researcher to classify multivariate data because more than one
decision variables present .The proposed work founds which
classifier is best among 48 different categories of classifier and
it founds logistics function is best among all the classifiers, it
shows 80.9524 accuracy. Logistics function is also called logistic
regression; it is a statistical method to analysis breast cancer
data set.
Keywords: Breast Cancer, Classification, Multivariate Data,
Logistic Function.

different types of breast cancer ,the data set description
shown in table [2].The first type is Carcinoma is a type of
cancer that develop from epithelial cells[6],second type is
Fibro-adenoma of non cancerous tumors[7],third is
Mastopathy is cover all types of breast changes[8].Forth
type is Glandular epithelial cells are specialized epithelial[9]
.Fifth type is Connective tissues that supports connects or
spreads different types of tissues and organ in the
body[10].Sixth type is Adipose tissues or fat its role is to
store energy in the form of fat[11] .The proposed article
finds dataset in to six different classes it processed on 48
different classifiers.
The 48 classifier comes from different categories like
tree based, naïve based, function based, meta (Combination
of more than two classifier) etc, the function based classifier
performing well for present breast cancer dataset. In recent
survey by breast cancer.org, shown in figure [1], says that in
India many persons having this problem. Maximum patient
found in stage I and stage IIA.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Breast Cancer is developed from breast tissues [1].
There are several types of breast cancer. There are three
ways by which cancer can spreads in body firstly by
Tissues, by Lymph System or by Blood[2].There are many
stages
of
breast
cancer
it
is
shown
in
literature[3][4][5].Stages description is shown in
Table[1].The proposed article is finding best classifier for
Table1: Stages of Breast Cancer
Stages
Definition
Stage 0
It is a condition in which abnormal cells are found in breast.
Stage I
In this stage tumor is 2 centimeters or smaller. In this stage the smaller
clusters of breast cancer cells found in lymph nodes
Stage II
It is also divided into two parts 2A and 2B, 2A describes invasive
breast cancer, 2B the tumor is larger than 2 centimeter but no larger than
5centimeter.
Stage III
It is also divided into three parts 3A, 3B and 3C.In 3A tumor is larger
than 5 centimeter, 3B tumor may be any size and 3C there may be no
sign of cancer in the breast.
Stage IV
In this cancer has spread to other organs of the body, most often the
bones, lungs, liver, or brain.
II.
CORPUS (BREAST CANCER DATASET)
In this paper microarray dataset used it is gene
expression dataset. The gene expression data set contains
numeric values of genes, these expressions are either
positive or negative. The proposed article uses UCI dataset
and it is a one of the machine learning repository .The
dataset having nine features and one class attribute and the
description of data set is given below. The dataset is
multivariate and attribute characteristics is integer and
number of instances are 106[12] [13].
Instances
Count
Car
Carcinoma
21
Fad
Fibro-adenoma
15
Mas
Mastopathy
18
Gla
Glandular
16
Con
Connective
14
Adi
Adipose
22
Figure 1: Survey Report For Breast Cancer
Total
106
Table 2: Class Labels of Breast Cancer Dataset
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The (negative) multinomial log-likelihood is thus
Feature
Description
I0
Impedivity (ohm) at zero frequency
L = -sum[i=1..n]{
PA500
Phase angle at 500 KHz
sum[j=1..(k-1)](Yij * ln(Pj(Xi))) +(1 - (sum[j=1..(k-1)]Yij))
HFS
High-frequency slope of phase angle
DA
Mpedance distance between spectral ends
* ln(1 - sum[j=1..(k-1)]Pj(Xi)) } + ridge * (B^2)
AREA
Area under spectrum
In order to find the matrix B for which L is minimized,
A/DA
Area normalized by DA
a
Quasi-Newton
Method is used to search for the optimized
MAX IP Maximum of the spectrum
values of the m*(k-1) variables. Note that before we use the
DR
Distance between I0 and real part of the
optimization procedure, we 'squeeze' the matrix B into a
Maximum frequency point
m*(k-1) vector.
P
Length of the spectral curve
Although original Logistic Regression does not deal
Table 3: Attributes Of Breast Cancer Dataset
with instance weights, we modify the algorithm a little bit to
handle the instance weights [19].
III.
EXTREME VALUE REMOVAL
The extreme value removal is a part of data cleaning
VI.
PROPOSED METHOD
step for data mining. The procedure for applying the
Proposed methodology is shown in figure [2].For
extreme value theorem is to first establish that the function
finding the best classifier for breast cancer dataset is a
is continuous on the closed interval [14]. The next step is to
challenge because the nature of data is multivariate .Missing
determine the critical points in the given interval and
value handling and extreme value removal from multivariate
evaluate the function at these critical points and at the end
is a big task it is shown by literatures. Step by Step
points of the interval. If the function f(x) is continuous on
methodology is described below:
closed interval [a, b] then f(x) has both a maximum and a
minimum on [a, b] [15]. In proposed method inter-quartile
range [IQR] is used for extreme value calculations. IQR is
major of variability based on dividing the dataset into
quartiles [16].
Proposed article found two instances after removal of
this breast cancer data set contain 104 instances for
classification task.
IV.
CLASSIFICATION
Classification is task performed with data-mining tools;
it is process of creating groups for similar data. Instances are
present in similar groups are highly correlated with each
other. Machine learning algorithms like tree based,naïve
based ,function based etc performing groping of instances
that are similar to each other placed in same class and
instances that are dissimilar with each other placed in
another class. Inter Class dependency is low and intra class
dependency is high the instances placed using classification
algorithms [17].Proposed article found, function based
classifier like logistic regression is a good classifier the
performance of this is better than other Categories of
classifier.
V.

FUNCTION BASED LOGISTIC
(FBS)CLASSIFICATION
FBS is using a multinomial logistic regression model
with a ridge estimator.The Ridge value in the loglikelihood.If there are k classes for n instances with m
attributes, the parameter matrix B to be calculated will be an
m*(k-1) matrix[18].

Figure [2]: Flowchart of Proposed article
Step1. Take input as Breast Cancer Data sets it is having 10
attributes. 9 features+1class attribute 106 instances.
Step2. Create training, testing and validation set.
Step3. Apply Attribute searches

The probability for class j with the exception of the last class
is:
Pj(Xi) = exp(XiBj)/((sum[j=1..(k-1)]exp(Xi*Bj))+1)………. Eq(1)

Step4. Set Max value equal to first classifier accuracy.
Step5. Then apply for loop (for i=1,i<=48, i++).This loop is
test one by one classification accuracy.

The last class has probability
Step6. Create Performance evaluation matrix
1-(sum[j=1..(k-1)]Pj(Xi)) = 1/((sum[j=1..(k-1)]exp(Xi*Bj))+1…. Eq(2)
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Step7. After testing all classifier which classifier
performance is mapped and it is showing Function based
classification accuracy is high this classifier is best for
logistic gives better performance as compare to others.
another classifier.
Statistical Measures like TP(True Positive), FP(False
Positive), Recall etc also mapped in table[4].
Step8. The result shows the best classifier with the highest
accuracy in breast cancer classification.
VIII.
CONCLUSION
The proposed article gives how to evaluate classifier
VII.
RESULT ANALYSIS
performance for multivariate cancer dataset. It is
Experiment is performed with Java and Machine
implemented with java and weka tools for execution, the
learning tool (Weka), for multivariate data set, 48 classifier
classifier performance is depends upon the correlation found
accuracy result is shown in figure[3],for measuring the
between two instances, based on this article found logistic
performance of classifier various matrices are present and
function is good choice for multiple decision variables for
these are mapped in table[4].In this only top 10 classifier
class labels. It is showing 80.9524.
Classifiers
functions.Logistic
functions.SimpleLogis
tic
lazy.Ibk k=3
lazy.Ibk k=4
trees.LMT
lazy.KStar
lazy.Ibk k=1
meta.MultiClassClass
ifier
meta.RandomSubSpa
ce
trees.HoeffdingTree

TP
Rate
0.81

FP
Rate
0.033

FRecall Measure
0.81
0.811

MCC
0.784

ROC
Area
0.899

PRC
Area Accuracy Error
0.746
80.9524
19.0476

0.714
0.714
0.714
0.714
0.667
0.667

0.039
0.03
0.033
0.039
0.058
0.075

0.595
0.871
0.81
0.595
0.782
0.746

0.714
0.714
0.714
0.714
0.667
0.667

0.635
0.722
0.717
0.635
0.671
0.669

0.627
0.725
0.702
0.627
0.637
0.617

0.92
0.885
0.866
0.92
0.903
0.796

0.762
0.731
0.679
0.762
0.753
0.591

71.4286
71.4286
71.4286
71.4286
66.6667
66.6667

28.5714
28.5714
28.5714
28.5714
33.3333
33.3333

0.667

0.061

0.679

0.667

0.656

0.597

0.835

0.66

66.6667

33.3333

0.667
0.667

0.072
0.058

0.658
0.659

0.667
0.667

0.644
0.647

0.584
0.593

0.914
0.908

0.73
0.699

66.6667
66.6667

33.3333
33.3333

Precision
0.857

Table 4: Top 10 Accuracy Classifier Result
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